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Please note: 

This professional learning session is 
being recorded & will be provided via 

the MCAP website. 
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https://mcap.gocabe.org/


Making the most out of our time together ...

Use the chat box to ask 
questions; Be specific. Be flexible.

Actively participate. Focus on positive 
possibilities.

This Network meeting is being recorded for participants unable to attend today.
Source: MakeIt Solutions
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Time to check 
into our 

Chat Box
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Introductions: Please share your name, 

district, and grade levels you serve.



Image Source: CafePress

https://www.pinterest.com/cafepressinc/


Let’s brag! Share your superpowers in the chat box …

Image Source: The Mountaineer



Today’s Learning Outcomes
Participants will:

1. Reflect on our professional and moral obligation to provide and 
support high-quality ELD instruction (Integrated and Designated 
ELD) that promotes educational equity for ELs

2. Explore the Proficiency Level Descriptors and how they can 
help us to get to know our students’ linguistic needs

3. Enhance your toolkit of tools to support differentiated language 
development instruction by proficiency level



Moral Obligation

Do we believe that all students can and will learn in our district/school?

Professional Obligation

Provide equitable access to instruction for all students.

Legal Obligation

“There is no equality of treatment merely by providing students with the same 

facilities, textbooks, teachers and curriculum…for students who do not 

understand English are effectively foreclosed from any meaningful 

education…”
Lau v. Nichols, U.S. Supreme Court, 1974

Making Equity a Reality



Making Equity a Reality

Interaction Institute for Social change.  Artist: Angus Maguire based on the original work of Craig Froehler



CA Vision for English Learners:

English learners fully and meaningfully access and participate in a 21st 

century education from early childhood through grade twelve that results in 

their attaining high levels of English proficiency, mastery of grade level 

standards, and opportunities to develop proficiency in multiple languages.  
(CA EL Roadmap)

English Learner Roadmap



Teacher-Paraeducator 
Maximizing Collaboration

• Connecting
• Communicating
• Collaborating



Getting to Know Your Students 



EL Roadmap: 

Principle #1
Assets-Oriented 
and Needs-
Responsive 
Schools



● Names (and correct pronunciation)

● Strengths

● Interests

● Dreams

● Academic Level

● Language Level

● ________ (... add more)

Knowing Your Students



● Food insecurity

● Unsafe home/living environment

● Job/Home responsibilities (unsafe work environment)

● Many distractions in the home

● Depression and/or substance abuse

● Limited technology, books, resources

● Limited English language skills 

Students’ Challenges During COVID-19 Crisis

Source:ISTOCK.COM/NUTHAWUTSOMSUK



Share a practice that you currently 

use to get to know your students

Connect via the Chat Box

Source; stackoverflow.blog
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Time to check 
into our 

Chat Box



Know the Linguistic Needs 
of your English Learners



English Learner Typology

Supporting English learners in the Classroom: Best Practices for Distinguishing Language Acquisition from 
Learning Disabilities by Esparza and Brown, 2019



Focus on a Student

Think about an English learner 
student you support.

● What type(s) of English 
learner is the student?

● What are his/her strengths 
and needs in terms of 
language and literacy?



Students come to school with a 
wide range of home language 
resources to be tapped.

Students who reach proficiency 
continue to build breadth, depth, 
and complexity in their language 
use in a wide variety of contexts.
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Think about the English learner 
you selected.

● What do you think the 
student’s proficiency level 
might be?

Focus on a Student



Integrated and
Designated ELD

Instruction 



ELD throughout the day and across the 

disciplines-- CA ELD Standards are used in 

tandem with ELA and content standards to 

support English learners’ linguistic and academic 

progress.
CA ELA/ELD Framework

Integrated ELD Instruction



A protected ELD time during the regular school 

day to support ELs in developing the language 

needed for success in academic tasks across the 

content areas--

CA ELD Standards are used as the focal 

standards in ways that build into and from 

content instruction.                CA ELA/ELD Framework

Designated ELD Instruction



Access to 

Content
• Visuals

• Total Physical  

Response

• Realia

• Labeling

• Repetition & review

The Language to 

Participate
• Language Purposes 

(i.e., sequence, 

compare/contrast, 

cause/effect)

• Key Words & 

Phrases related to 

the Task

Knowledge of 

How English 

Works
• Condensing 

Ideas

• Expanding Ideas

• Verb & Verb 

Phrases

Adapted from Sobrato Early Academic Language (SEAL)

Three Components that English Learners 
Need during ELD Instruction



Are you currently supporting integrated 
and/or designated ELD?

Connect via the Chat Box

Source; stackoverflow.blog
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Time to check 
into our 

Chat Box



Scaffolds

“Supports specifically designed to advance student learning/participation and to increase learner autonomy” 

(Heritage, Walqui, Linquanti, 2015)

Instructional Scaffolds Linguistic Supports

Equitable Collaborative Structures



Differentiated Sentence Starters

Language 

Function

Emerging Expanding Bridging

Supporting 

an idea with 

evidence

I think that … 

because …

My opinion is … 

because …

An example from 

the text is ...

I believe that … 

because …

In my opinion, … 

because …

For example, in 

the text it says ...

The author believes 

this because …

As an example, in 

the text it states, “...”

As an illustration, ...

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hKocsQCR57kZAqWDGxND2wIBm1REl_Mp/view?usp=sharing


Leveled Questioning

UNDERSTANDING

Emerging

● Which words show…?

● Which sentence tells the main idea?

● Which is the best answer?

Expanding

● Can you explain what is happening…?

● What is meant by…?

● How would you summarize…?

Bridging

● Could you state/interpret in your own words…?

● What facts/ideas show…?

● How would you explain …?

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BerB1ueh_Og3IUJGCfbYDHosqDu_Baa0/view?usp=sharing


What questions do you have about this 

linguistic support?

Connect via the Chat Box

Source; stackoverflow.blog
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Time to check 
into our 

Chat Box



Project ACCESS-
Grant Program, SDSU

Opportunity to receive financial support, advising, and 
professional development while pursuing a teaching 
credential. Access focused support on your pathway to 
become a teacher with online coursework, affordable 
tuition, and individualized support. 

https://education.sdsu.edu/access


Prepare for Next Session

Session 2 - February 16, 3:15-4:00 pm

Use the linguistic supports you 
learned today with your 
students. Be prepared to share 
your experience during the 
next session.



Closing



Additional Resources:

Tool 1: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hKocsQCR57kZAqWDGxND2wIBm1REl_Mp/view?usp=sharing

Tool 2: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BerB1ueh_Og3IUJGCfbYDHosqDu_Baa0/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hKocsQCR57kZAqWDGxND2wIBm1REl_Mp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BerB1ueh_Og3IUJGCfbYDHosqDu_Baa0/view?usp=sharing

